This paper proposes efficient resource allocation techniques for a policy-based wireless/wireline interworking architecture, where quality of service (QoS) provisioning and resource allocation is driven by the service level agreement (SLA). For end-to-end
wireless/wireline administrative domains that apply different QoS technologies.
Policy-based networking [34] [35] [36] is a promising approach to integrate the heterogeneous wireless access networks and the Internet to provision broadband access, seamless global roaming, and end-to-end QoS support. Basically, service level agreements (SLAs) are negotiated between customers and the Internet access service providers (SPs) and between the neighboring administrative domains along the endto-end path, which describe the sets of IP services and associated QoS levels that the network domains have mutually contracted to provide. Individual domains can independently choose proper internal resource management policy rules to enforce the contracted SLAs. These policy rules describe the amount of network resources required to guarantee QoS without going into the details of how to configure the network devices [36] .
Although the policy-based architecture (PBA) greatly facilitates network management by presenting an abstract view of network resources to its operator, this architecture needs to be solidified and materialized through specific resource allocation techniques, which are the focus of this paper. The differentiated services (DiffServ) scheme [5] has been extensively accepted for both wireless and wireline domains as the network-layer QoS mechanism due to its scalability and convenience for SLA-based network management [11, 24, 26] , we therefore discuss resource allocation in the DiffServ context.
In PBA, resource allocation is driven by the SLAs. A wireless access domain behaves as the SP to individual customers, and the customer access SLA (CASLA) is contracted between the two parities. The main contents of the CASLA are the specifications of the applications provided to the customers, the QoS measures associated with each application, and the corresponding billing information. Here, we investigate call or connection admission control (CAC) in a wireless domain, with the objective to serve as many customers (i.e., to obtain as much revenue) as possible while SLA compliance is guaranteed. The derived admission region and resource reservation thresholds can then be used as policy rules to enforce the SLA. On the other hand, the wireless access domains behave as the customer to the backbone transit domain, which is usually an Internet service provider (ISP). The border-crossing traffic is served by the ISP according to transit domain SLAs (TRSLAs). The main contents of TRSLA include the mapping relationship between wireless service classes and standard DiffServ classes, the aggregate traffic load of each service class, QoS performance and billing information in the transit domain. Efficient resource allocation over the transit domain is beneficial to the ISP in terms of revenue. Novel resource allocation techniques for policy-based inter-SLA resource sharing are proposed in this paper.
We consider CAC for wireless access domains supporting multiple QoS service classes. The existing resource sharing schemes can be broadly classified into three categories: complete sharing (CS) [20, 27] , complete partitioning (CP) [16, 20] , and virtual partitioning (VP) [5, 33] . CS achieves the highest resource utilization among the three categories, but the individual QoS of a certain class cannot be guaranteed in this scheme. On the other hand, CP can guarantee the isolation among traffic classes, but may underutilize the resources when underloaded traffic classes exist. VP is a tradeoff between CS and CP, where the free capacity from underloaded traffic classes can be utilized by the overloaded traffic classes, and trunk reservation [14] is implemented to protect underloaded traffic classes from resource starvation.
In the SLA-centric PBA, resource allocation in a wireless access domain on one hand should fully exploit its wireless resources and, on the other hand, should facilitate the TRSLA resource negotiation to support its border-crossing traffic. The CP and CS schemes are not appropriate choices due to their obvious disadvantages on resource utilization and service isolation, respectively. VP is an efficient resource sharing scheme, but VP is not convenient for applications with an elastic transmission rate. In a wireless access domain, priority-based service differentiation schemes are widely used [23, 30] , where the low loss, low delay realtime connections are served with high priority and the leftover bandwidth can be fully exploited by the elastic non-realtime connections using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). One contribution of this paper is that we study the engineered priority scheme [27] and the associated optimal CAC policies for a voice/data integrated wireless domain, where the CASLAs are met with efficient resource utilization and the boundary-crossing bandwidth requirement can be easily determined for TRSLA negotiation.
Considering the high costs of acquiring the necessary radio spectrum and software/hardware upgrading to provide 3G cellular communications, mobile network operators are increasingly interested in the cellular/WLAN integration solution for more network revenue [1, 4, 36] . Resource allocation in a cellular/ WLAN interworked domain is also investigated in this paper. Particularly, we demonstrate that the proposed engineered priority scheme and associated mathemat-ical modeling can be applied to analyze either a cellular-only domain or a cellular/WLAN interworked domain, which considerably facilitates the policy-based network management. When the network operator needs to change the interworking policy or vertical handoff management policy, a uniform set of mathematical tools can be used for the capacity replanning.
In a DiffServ transit domain, the network resources are shared by all the TRSLAs. That is, all the TRSLA resource commitment at boundaries should be mapped to the bandwidth allocation of each service class at each link. DiffServ itself only defines the data plane schemes, i.e., the per-hop behaviors (PHB) and the edge traffic conditioning, which are augmented in this paper by the traffic engineering functionalities using the multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) technique [2] to facilitate accurate internal resource mapping. At the present time, static inter-domain SLAs are mainly used, which are negotiated based on estimation of the long-term (e.g., in days or weeks) average traffic volume (i.e., the engineered traffic load) from the upstream domain. In reality, the traffic from the upstream access domain may change dynamically at a short time scale (e.g., in minutes or hours) due to customers" random behaviors or inter-class resource sharing. Such traffic load dynamics lead to overloaded or underloaded TRSLAs, where the static resource partitioning results in inefficient resource utilization.
Another contribution of this paper is that we propose a policy-based inter-SLA resource sharing (PBISRA) scheme to efficiently exploit the spare capacity from those underloaded TRSLAs. In the PBISRA scheme, if a TRSLA is in the underload status, a protection bandwidth smaller than its nominal capacity is determined according to the resource sharing policy defined in the SLA. The protection bandwidth is guaranteed for the underloaders to satisfy their QoS requirements during the underloaded periods, and the available spare capacity is then properly distributed to related links to be borrowed by others according to a call-level differentiation policy. The inter-SLA resource sharing concept was first proposed in our work [10] to guarantee the QoS requirement on call blocking probability for all the SLAs involved in the resource sharing. In this paper, we probe further to reveal the potentials of such a resource sharing approach for PBISRA, where the network manager can flexibly design or modify the policy rules that define underload and overload status, determine the bandwidth reservation, or distribute the spare resources among bandwidth borrowers, which are all supported by a common set of resource allocation techniques to enforce the SLA.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the policy-based wireless/wireline interworking architecture. Section 3 presents the engineered priority scheme for a wireless domain which provides either the cellular-only or the cellular/ WLAN interworked access. Section 4 presents the PBISRA scheme for the transit domain. Some numerical and simulation results are shown in Section 5 to demonstrate the performance of the proposed resource allocation schemes. Section 6 gives the concluding remarks.
Policy-based wireless/wireline interworking

All-IP policy-based interworking architecture
The policy-based interworking architecture under consideration is shown in Fig. 1 , which consists of multiple wireless/wireline administrative domains. The DiffServ model is applied in each domain to provision QoS. In the architecture, a certain number of homogeneous radio access networks (RANs) using the same air interface technique or heterogeneous RANs interworked according to policies (e.g., cellular/WLAN interworking) are grouped into a DiffServ wireless access domain. All wireless access domains are connected through the DiffServ transit domain(s) (Internet backbone) to provide end-to-end Internet services to a mobile station (MS). In a DiffServ wireless domain, all the network elements are enhanced to combine the functions of a DiffServ IP router. The base stations (or access points in the WLAN context) and the gateway are edge routers of a domain and connected through the core routers. The base stations provide MSs the access points to the Internet according to the CASLA. Here, we consider unidirectional SLAs, where CASLAs for uplink and downlink traffic are negotiated separately. The gateway is the interface connecting to the DiffServ transit domain. For example, the gateway GPRS support node (GGSN) in the WCDMA domain is the gateway of the domain to the external DiffServ Internet. Between the gateway and the connected transit domain ingress router, TRSLAs are negotiated to specify the resources allocated by the ISP to serve the aggregate traffic flowing from/into the access domain.
In the interworking architecture, policy-based resource management is applied, where individual operators transform the QoS requirements specified in the SLAs into a set of policy rules that are applied to their network domains to enforce the SLA. According to the policy framework [34] defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), each domain has a policy repository to store the policy rules. A logically centralized policy decision point (PDP) is responsible for retrieving the appropriate policy rules from the repository in response to policy events that are triggered by the contracted services, such as the reception of out profile traffic at a certain edge router that serves as a policy enforcement point (PEP) in the policy framework. The retrieved policy rules are then translated by the PDP into network device configuration actions and sent as policy decisions to the associated PEP to handle the policy events for QoS guaranteed IP services. The critical point to enable policy-based networking is the resource allocation techniques that properly map the SLA QoS requirements and resource commitments into policy rules that determine the admission and service of a traffic flow. In the IETF policy framework, it is assumed that a policy management tool (PMT) is available for the automatic SLA-to-policy translation, but the details of the PMT are still left open. In this paper, we develop SLA-centric resource allocation techniques for both the access domains and the transit domains, which can be used to facilitate the development of automatic PMTs.
It is noteworthy that in each domain, although QoS is provisioned according to the DiffServ architecture, the specific definition and QoS handling of service classes may be different from each other. Therefore, a proper service class mapping between neighboring domains is very important for maintaining a consistent level of end-to-end QoS. For example, the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) based on WCDMA technology defines four QoS classes, i.e., conversational, streaming, interactive, and background, for 3G wireless communications [24] . Conversational and streaming classes are intended for realtime multimedia traffic, and the other two classes for delay tolerant data traffic. On the other hand, DiffServ defines the expedited forwarding (EF) [17] PHB for the premium service and the assured forwarding (AF) PHB [15] for the assured service, in addition to the classic best-effort service. To extend IP services to the wireless domain, the UMTS QoS classes must be mapped into DiffServ classes. Normally, the conversational class can be mapped to the EF PHB for a very low delay and low loss service, the streaming and interactive traffic to the AF PHB, and the background traffic to the best-effort service [24] . The transit domain in the interworking architecture has a path-oriented environment, where per-class peringress/egress pair TRSLAs are negotiated at network boundaries [9] . The path-oriented environment can greatly facilitate the DiffServ network planning and the PBISRA, to be discussed in Section 4.
The MPLS technique is used to establish a pathoriented environment. We assume there exists an offline routing algorithm which sets up several parallel paths for each ingress/egress pair. These paths are fixed by label switching and referred to as virtual paths (VPths). All traffic traversing an ingress/egress pair is distributed among the VPths. An MPLS traffic trunk is defined as a logic pipeline within a VPth, which is allocated a certain amount of capacity to serve the traffic associated with a certain SLA. Therefore, a VPth between an ingress/egress pair may include multiple traffic trunks for different SLAs. In the path-oriented environment, boundary SLA resource commitments are properly mapped to the bandwidth allocation at each traffic trunk by a network dimensioning (planning) procedure, with the objective to maximize the long-term resource utilization [25, 32] . Let s denote a service class, ' an ingress/egress pair, and r a route. We use ðs; 'Þ to identify an SLA, ðs; rÞ a traffic trunk, and Rðs; 'Þ the route set or trunk set of an SLA. The nominal capacity of SLA ðs; 'Þ is denoted as C s;' , and the bandwidth allocated to traffic trunk ðs; rÞ (determined by the network dimensioning) is denoted as C s;r , with C s;' ¼ P r2Rðs;'Þ C s;r . In the DiffServ context, the logical central entity responsible for the network resource management is termed as a bandwidth broker [24, 28, 31, 32] . In practice, the bandwidth broker also adopts the policybased management framework, where the PEPs/PDPs are not separate components but are collocated with the resource management function blocks, e.g., SLA subscription, network dimensioning, and dynamic resource management, which composes the bandwidth broker [32] .
Call admission control
Call admission control is a necessary part for QoS guarantee, and a properly determined admission region can be considered as an abstract representation of the network resources to facilitate policy-based resource allocation. In the wireless/wireline interworking architecture, CAC should be implemented in each domain to achieve the end-to-end QoS. Section 3 is to present a CAC scheme for a wireless access domain supporting voice/data integrated services. If a new call is accepted by the access domain, the gateway router will then forward the new request to the connected transit domain ingress router. The PEP installed at the ingress router first tries to make an admission decision according to local policy rules; if the PEP finds that the request incurs a new policy event, e.g., more bandwidth reservation is required, the PEP then sends the new policy event to the PDP. The PDP will retrieve appropriate policy rules from the policy repository and pass them to the PEP to deal with the new event. If no suitable policy can be found in the policy repository, the PMT may contact the bandwidth broker to adjust the resource allocation, by which some new policy rules are generated and added to the repository. The CAC in the transit domain is to be discussed in Section 4.
Access domain resource allocation
In this section, we discuss the resource allocation in a cellular access domain supporting voice/data integrated services. An engineered priority scheme is proposed for efficient resource sharing, where the associated mathematic modeling is developed and the admission regions for both voice and data calls are solved to support policy-based resource allocation. The engineered priority scheme is also extended to a cellular/ WLAN interworked wireless domain.
Engineered priority scheme
We consider a wireless cellular system supporting both realtime and non-realtime services and focus on the uplink traffic. For convenience, we use two typical applications, voice and TCP data, to represent the two service classes, respectively. The term Bcall'' at air interface refers to a voice call or a connection for data service.
In a cell with capacity C, each voice call consists of a constant-rate packet stream. Due to the realtime nature, voice calls are given preemptive priority over data calls in obtaining resources up to a certain amount, denoted by Gð< CÞ. Each admitted voice user is allocated the required bandwidth, denoted by v . Admitted data calls, at any time, equally share only the leftover bandwidth by voice calls. This method of allocating resources to different classes of traffic is first proposed in [27] . The scheme guarantees a certain amount of bandwidth (i.e., C À G) always available to low-priority data calls, therefore referred to as engineered priority scheme. The value of G should be large enough to satisfy the QoS requirements for voice calls but small enough to give data calls as many leftover resources as possible. When there are i voice and j data users in the cell, the serving capacity available to each data user is
The value of d is non-constant, dependent on the instantaneous numbers of voice and data users in the cell. Consequently, there are chances that d may drop below a critical threshold, denoted by c d , which is the minimum rate required to maintain the bottom-line service quality of a data call. This phenomenon is called overload, and the probability of its occurrence should be kept low by restricting the number of data users admitted to the cell.
TRSLA negotiation
If the cellular domain includes N cells, the total voice and data traffic loads in the domain are NG and NðC À GÞ, respectively. According to the transit domain's per-class per-ingress/egress SLA format, the access domain needs to divide the total boundarycrossing traffic load using the destination distribution information (which can be obtained from address analysis and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing analysis). Let ' denote the load portion passing the ingress/egress pair '; 1 the traffic load distribution
where 0 represents the fraction of intradomain communications. In the TRSLA negotiation, an SLA for voice can then be defined as Brealtime application being mapped to the premium service in the transit domain with bandwidth requirement of v ' NG,'' and for data as Bnon-realtime application being mapped to the assured service with bandwidth requirement of d ' NðC À GÞ, and bursty arrivals higher than the contracted rate being marked as out profile traffic.''
Mathematic modeling
For simplicity, we study a homogeneous system in statistical equilibrium, where any cell is statistically the same as any other cell and the mean handoff arrival rate to a cell is equal to the mean handoff departure rate from the cell. Hence, we can evaluate the system performance by analyzing the performance of one cell. Such single-cell analysis has been extensively used for CAC [18, 33] .
There are four types of call arrivals in a cell: new voice and data calls originating within the cell, handoff voice and data calls coming from adjacent cells. The voice and data call arrival processes are assumed to be independent of each other. For mathematical tractability, we adopt the Markovian modeling of voice/data call behaviors. For voice calls, new call arrivals are Poisson with the arrival rate ! v . Cell residence time X v and call lifetime Y v are both exponentially distributed with the mean of ð" X v Þ À1 and ð" Y v Þ À1 , respectively. The channel holding time of a voice call in a cell is then also exponentially distributed with mean ð" X v þ " Y v Þ À1 , leading to a Poisson handoff call arrival process.
For data calls, the new call arrivals are also Poisson with the average rate of ! d . The cell residence time X d is exponentially distributed with mean ð" X d Þ À1 . Assume that the total length of a data call in packets (the data file size), denoted by L d , is exponentially distributed with mean ð" L d Þ À1 in the mathematical analysis. At state ði; jÞ the data call has a state-dependent expo-
, and hence a state-dependent exponential channel holding
. The state-dependent exponential property does not mean that the total channel holding time averaged over all the states is also exponential. To facilitate further analysis, we assume that the data call channel holding time is exponentially distributed, which then leads to a Poisson handoff arrival process of data calls. Note that the exponential distribution assumption has been widely used in the literature [6, 16, 18, 20, 27, 33] to provide approximate solutions for cellular systems.
In a cell, the handoff calls are given higher priority to access resources than the new calls by the limited fractional guard channel policy (LFGCP) [29] . The LFGCP can be denoted by g T;M , where M is the calllevel channel capacity, Tð< MÞ is the channel occupancy threshold over which no new calls are accepted, and is the probability of accepting a new call when the channel occupancy is T calls. Handoff calls can occupy the channel up to M. Here, the LFGCP is extended to the integrated voide/data system. We use Since both voice and data calls share the total resources of the cell, the two LFGCPs are not independent. With Poisson arrivals and exponential channel holding times, the traffic flows under the control of the proposed CAC policy can be modeled by a two-dimensional (2-D) continuous-time birthdeath process with state ði; jÞ. The steady state probabilities pði; jÞ (0 i M v and 0 j M d ), can be obtained by solving the balance equations of the 2-D model, based on which the QoS measures can be readily calculated.
Optimal CAC parameters
In order to achieve the maximal resource utilization, the optimal CAC policy parameters {M v , T v , v , M d , T d , d } need to be searched. For voice calls, the objective is to find the minimum value of M v (namely the minimal G ¼ M v r v ) and the corresponding values of T v and v to satisfy the specified voice QoS upper bounds. The algorithm Min M proposed in [29] can be used to determine such optimal CAC parameters. For data, the objective is to utilize the leftover capacity to accept as many data calls as possible with QoS guarantee. However, the parameters for data LFGCP cannot be determined in a straightforward manner because of their lower priority and non-constant bandwidth allocation. Moreover, given the total cell capacity, it might be impossible to satisfy all the QoS upper bounds especially when the traffic load is high. In that case, we have to sacrifice the NBP to guarantee the HDP and OP of the already accepted calls. A procedure to determine the optimal CAC parameters for data traffic is given in [22] . The pro-cedure guarantees the four upper bounds {Q nv , Q hv , Q hd , Q od } and takes necessary steps to minimize B nd .
Adaptive CAC
The CAC parameters are normally designed for a target traffic load condition. If the actual traffic condition deviates from the target one, the CAC may result in dissatisfactory service quality or under-utilized resources. A natural load adaption solution is to recalculate the CAC policy parameters according to traffic load changes. Considering that voice calls can tolerate a certain amount of reduction in transmission rate before the service quality drops to an unacceptable level, a more aggressive bandwidth adaption CAC can be used to strengthen the call-level performance, where CAC parameters are recalculated with a slightly reduced v .
The adaptive CAC (for inter-class resource sharing) in the access domain transfers the traffic load dynamics to the transit domain. As the total capacity in an access domain is always fixed, the adaptive inter-class sharing will simultaneously leads to overloading and underloading of related TRSLAs that are precontracted according to a target load. Further, the load deviation from SLA resource commitment is not a rare case considering that a lot of access domains are connected to the transit domain. In next section, we present an inter-SLA resource sharing technique for the transit domain to exploit the spare capacity from underloaded TRSLAs to serve the traffic from overloaded TRSLAs, which helps to achieve end-to-end efficient resource sharing.
The mathematical details of the optimal CAC with load adaption and bandwidth adaption are given in [21, 22] . Next, we show that the mathematical modeling presented in this section can be readily extended to analyze a cellular/WLAN integrated wireless domain.
Cellular/WLAN interworking
In order to support more subscribers, the wireless access network operator may choose to deploy WLANs in the hot spots, while the cellular network is used to support high mobility and large cover area. For simplicity, we consider a cellular/WLAN integrated network with one overlaying WLAN in each cell as shown in Fig. 2 . Since both cellular and WLAN accesses are available to a dual-mode MS within the WLAN coverage, the area is referred to as double-coverage area; the area with only cellular access is referred to as cellular-only area. Moreover, the WLAN is tightly coupled with the cellular system, i.e., the WLAN access point (AP) is connected to the serving GPRS support node (SGSN) and treated as another radio network controller (RNC) [36] . The advantages of the tightly coupled architecture are that the WLAN overlay has no effect on the access control and billing/charging entities of the cellular network and only incurs a very light signalling overhead for vertical handoff.
In the cellular/WLAN interworked scenario shown in Fig. 2 , there are five types of arrivals for both voice and data, i.e., new calls in the cellular-only area and in the double-coverage area, vertical handoff calls from WLAN to the cellular and from the cellular to WLAN, and horizontal handoff calls between neighboring cells. Depending on the interworking policies, a new call in the double-coverage area can be directed to the cellular network or the WLAN, a vertical handoff call into the double-coverage area can be switched to the WLAN or stay in the cellular network, and a vertical handoff call into the cellular-only area can be switched to cellular network or be dropped. Independent of the specific interworking policies, the engineered priority scheme, LFGCP CAC policies, and associated mathematic modeling can still be applied in the cellular network. For that, the key point is to determine the average channel holding time of a call that may experience one or more times of vertical handoff in a cell.
Another important issue is the differentiation between the user-mobility characteristics in the hot spots (i.e., the double-coverage area) and those in the other (i.e., the cellular-only) areas. A hot spot (e.g., an office building or a hotel) is usually an indoor environment, where user mobility is very low compared to that in the cellular-only area. Let T co r denote the residence time that a user stays within the cellular-only area before moving to neighboring cells with probability p cÀc or to the overlaying WLAN with probability p cÀw , and T dc r the user residence time in the double-coverage area. T co r and T dc r are assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean time ð co Þ À1 and ð dc Þ À1 , respectively. For a user initiating a new call in the cellular-only area or carrying a handoff call to the cellular-only area, let T c r1 denote its residence time within the cell, which follows a phase-type distribution shown in Fig. 3 . The sum of T co r and T dc r , which are assumed to be independent of each other, follows a Gamma distribution with the moment generating function (MGF) given by
The MGF of T c r1 can then be obtained according to Fig. 3 as
Similarly, the residence time of a user initiating a new call in the double-coverage area, denoted by T c r2 , also follows a phase-type distribution as shown in Fig. 3 with the MGF
In general, for two independent random variables A and B where A is exponentially distributed with mean 1 a and the MGF of B is G B ðsÞ, it is can be shown that
The result of equation (5) can be used to obtain the average channel holding time.
In the cellular network, the average channel holding time for a voice call in a cell is determined as follows:
& For a call in the cellular-only area, the conditional average channel holding time is E minðY v ; T c r1 Þ Â Ã
given that the WLAN is full and cannot accept a vertical handoff; otherwise, the conditional average is E minðY v ; T co r Þ Â Ã given that the WLAN can accept a vertical handoff. & For a call in the double-coverage area, the conditional average channel holding time is E minðY v ; ½ T c r2 Þ given that the WLAN is full and cannot accept a vertical handoff; otherwise, the conditional average is E minðY v ; T dc r þ T co r Þ Â Ã given that the WLAN can accept a vertical handoff. 2 & By finding the probability that the WLAN is full, the total average channel holding time can then be obtained from the conditional averages.
The average channel holding time of a data call can be determined in a manner similar to that of a voice call, except that the data call lifetime Y d is state dependent. At the state of i voice calls and j data calls,
jÞ is then used instead of Y v to determine the state-dependent channel holding time of a data call. With the knowledge of the call arrival and departure rate, the 2-D Markov chain can be established and the CAC policy parameters for the voice/data LFGCPs can then be solved under the QoS constraint of {Q nv , Q hv , Q nd , Q hd , Q od }. In the cellular/WLAN interworked scenario, the LFGCPs in the cell are coupled with the resource allocation and sharing in the WLAN. The coupled resource allocation problems can be jointly solved by considering the statistical equilibrium point where both the horizontal handoff calls crossing a cell boundary and the vertical handoff calls crossing a WLAN boundary attain balance in their respective in/ out directions. We are able to obtain the call-level capacity of a WLAN, in terms of the maximum number of voice and data calls that the WLAN can simultaneously accommodate while meeting the packet-level throughput constraint of a voice/data call, by analyzing the operations of the media access control (MAC) protocol [8] . Thus, the call-level resource 2 We assume that a vertical handoff occurs only when a mobile station crosses the boundary of the double-coverage area. allocation (which can also be an LFGCP policy) is also applicable to the WLAN to control the NBP and HDP in the double-coverage area. Whatever call-level policies are applied to the WLAN, it is preferred that the interworking QoS performance over the whole cell still meets the specifications of {Q nv , Q hv , Q nd , Q hd , Q od }, so that the impact of cellular/WLAN interworking is transparent to the mobile users.
The TRSLA negotiation also needs to count for the traffic from WLAN. With the tightly coupled architecture, both the cellular traffic and the WLAN traffic go through the same gateway to the transit domain. The resource requirement in a voice/data TRSLA can then be estimated as v ' NðG c þ G w Þ and d ' N½ðC c þ C w ÞÀ ðG c þ G w Þ, respectively. The superscriptions of c and w are used to distinguish the channel capacity and the voice allocation in the cell and in the associated WLAN, respectively.
Policy-based inter-SLA resource sharing
For maximal resource utilization, when the access domain has a traffic load fluctuation, adjusts its interclass resource sharing, or detects a change of the destination distribution, it should renegotiate the TRSLA with the transit domain to ensure that the border-crossing traffic in the new load condition can be supported. Correspondingly, the transit domain should then replan or reconfigure its internal resources upon a TRSLA renegotiation request to efficiently adapt to the access domain resource allocation. However, replanning requires optimization over the whole domain and often incurs a long overhead time. The frequent replanning in practice is impossible, considering that the access domain resource adaption usually happens at a short time scale, the destination distribution changes often with the application, and the adaption in different access domains normally happens asynchronously. With the policy-based inter-SLA resource sharing (PBISRA) scheme proposed in this section, the load fluctuation of the border-crossing traffic will be efficiently dealt with by the transit domain according to predefined resource sharing policies. With the clear context in this section, we use SLA to represent TRSLA for convenience.
SLA definition and resource-sharing policies
To facilitate resource sharing, the SLA contents are extended to include the QoS and resource commitments for the underloaded period according to a call- In the above SLA definition, the traffic arrival rate under consideration can be at the packet level or at the call level. Normally, the traffic load and QoS performance at both levels are of importance. A popular and efficient approach to facilitate the QoS control and resource allocation is the notion of effective bandwidth [3, 19] . Each traffic flow is allocated an effective bandwidth which encapsulates various packet level issues, such as burstiness and QoS (delay, jitter, loss) at network elements. The SLA capacity, at call level as the maximum number of bandwidth guaranteed calls, is then properly contracted to satisfy customers_ call level QoS requirements at an engineered call arrival rate [7] .
We use the term Blendable state'' instead of the common term Bunderloaded state'' to emphasize that an underloaded SLA can share its spare capacity with other SLAs under the following policy constraints. 1) Spare bandwidth detection (SBD) policy: the amount of spare bandwidth is determined by the protection bandwidth R required to guarantee the QoS in the underloaded period. Each SLA may apply different policy rules to determine the protection bandwidth and the associated spare capacity. For example, if the SLA is negotiated to guarantee the call blocking probability, the Erlang-B formula can then be used to calculated the protection bandwidth [10] . For a stable SLA management system, sufficient protection bandwidth should be reserved so that the QoS performance of an underloaded SLA is better than or at least as good as the target QoS specification; otherwise, malicious overloading would be encouraged. 2) Call-level differentiation (CLD) policy: traffic flows associated with an overloaded SLA are tagged as call-level out profile traffic if they are accepted with the borrowed bandwidth. The possibility of preemption of the out calls can be considered for the QoS differentiation between the in traffic and the out traffic; the counterpart differentiation scheme at the packet level is the AF PHB. Such a call-level differentiation policy efficiently utilizes the spare capacity as well as avoids SLA violations. The call-level differentiation can bring a more customer-friendly service model by sending a message of the SLA load status and flow admission status to the customer before the data transmission. The customer can then determine to continue or try at a later time, or send the most important information first. Such a service model is further validated by the fact that per-flow signalling, e.g., session initial protocol (SIP) [35] , is supported in the next-generation all-IP services. 3) Spare bandwidth sharing (SBS) policy: between an ingress/egress pair, the available spare bandwidth may be shared by multiple borrowers. The network operator needs to define some policy rules for a fair spare bandwidth distribution. A reasonable sharing policy is to give those borrower SLAs associated with wireless domains a higher priority over those with the wireline domains, because the wireless spectrum is much more precious than the wireline bandwidth and the wireless calls already in service should be protected. A fair sharing policy based on properly designed billing schemes is also applicable. 4) Dynamic spare bandwidth distribution (DSBD) policy: the spare bandwidth associated with an SLA is determined at the edge, which should be properly distributed to the paths and links where the bandwidth can be exploited by the borrowers. With the dynamics of the loading status between different ingress/egress pairs, the locations within the network where bandwidth borrowing happens also change dynamically. Therefore, dynamic spare bandwidth distribution schemes are required for the maximum resource utilization.
Network status record for resource sharing
In [9, 10] , we refer to the inter-SLA resource sharing as bandwidth borrowing; both inter-SLA sharing and bandwidth borrowing are used interchangeably in the following for convenience. When bandwidth borrowing happens, the related unlendable and lendable SLAs are termed as borrower SLAs and lender SLAs, respectively. Within the path-oriented transit domain, all traffic trunks of a lendable SLA are termed as lender trunks. A traffic trunk associated with a borrower SLA is termed as a borrower trunk when the trunk runs out of its nominal capacity and borrows bandwidth to service traffic flows. A spare route (path) is a route (path) along which an out profile flow can be successfully accepted via bandwidth borrowing. For a lendable SLA, the protection bandwidth R s;' (correspondingly the spare bandwidth) is first evenly distributed to each traffic trunk, denoted as R s;r , which will be dynamically adjusted in operation according to the DSBD policy. For bandwidth borrowing, data structures are designed to record the traffic load information, flow information and trunk resource information in edge routers and the bandwidth broker.
Data in the bandwidth broker
All the information kept in the bandwidth broker is organized into three tables: Route Table, Trunk Status  Table, and SLA Status Table. The topology and trunk deployment information is organized into a route table, where we can find all the links of a traffic trunk and all the trunks crossing a certain link. The network planning results, current network resource usages (denoted as U s;' for an SLA and U s;r for a trunk), and bandwidth borrowing information are organized into the trunk status table. Particularly, a trunk utilization status (TUS) flag is used to indicate the current trunk utilization status. TUS flag is set as notfull when U s;r < R s;r , as full when R s;r U s;r C s;r , and as borrowing when U s;r > C s;r . The SLA status table is an array indicating the status of each SLA, lendable or unlendable.
Data in the edge routers
Each ingress router records the per-flow information in a Flow Record Table which is 
Bandwidth borrowing
In the PBISRA scheme, the network operator can freely choose its SBD, CLD, SBS, and DSBD policies. In any scenario, the network status and resource utilization information are mapped to a uniform set of information records as presented in the previous subsection, based on which the bandwidth borrowing scheme [9, 10] can then be applied to implement the inter-SLA resource sharing.
In the bandwidth borrowing, the dynamic resource sharing is implemented at the trunk level. When a class s traffic flow arrives, a trunk ðs; rÞ between the ingress/ egress pair is selected according to a routing algorithm. If the nominal capacity or protection bandwidth is run out of, the traffic trunk then tries to grab the spare capacity from the lender trunks. Let r ' ' represent a route passing link '. An out profile flow with bandwidth allocation 4 e s can be accepted at link ' by exploiting the spare bandwidth, if U s;r þ e s C ' À X ðs 0 ;r 0 Þ:ðs 0 ;r 0 Þ6 ¼ðs;rÞ;r 0 ''
where C ' is the link capacity and maxðU s 0 ;r 0 ; R s 0 ;r 0 Þ guarantees that the capacity of R s 0 ;r 0 is dedicated to trunk ðs 0 ; r 0 Þ. For convenience of expression, the algorithm for trunk resource sharing at a link is referred to as the trunkshare algorithm.
An out profile flow can be accepted only when bandwidth borrowing via trunkshare is successful at all links along the selected path, which is termed as a lendable route. If multiple lendable routes exist, the route with the largest lendable bandwidth is picked to service the new flow with the objective to protect the out profile call from future preemption as much as possible. It is noteworthy that the hop-by-hop checking of resource availability here is not through signaling, but through looking up the route table and resource usage information recorded in the bandwidth broker. Hence, there is no scalability problem and the CAC overhead time is expected to be small. The trunkshare checking at each link and the route selecting procedure are summarized as the sparestroute subroutine to be used in the CAC procedure.
Policy-based routing/CAC
The flowchart of the proposed routing/CAC algorithm to implement the PBISRA is given in Fig. 4 . The algorithm follows the principle of Bborrow bandwidth only when necessary'' and works as follows.
1) When the protection bandwidth R s;' (which is set as C s;' for normally loaded or overloaded SLAs) dedicated to an SLA is available, the new call will be treated as in profile and its acceptance is guaranteed. In the underloaded case, the dedicated protection bandwidth is determined according to the SBD policy. 2) Upon a nor-admit (i.e., in profile) admission, the need of bandwidth claiming is checked in the subroutine claimbackband. The reason is that the SLA under consideration may just increase its dedicated protection bandwidth due to the increase of traffic load, where the previous spare capacity (but not available now) may have been borrowed by other SLAs and should be claimed back if itself needs to use it. During the resource-claiming procedure, some bor-admit calls have to be preempted according to the CLD policy. The CLD policy defines that, upon a preemption request, how many and what types of out profile calls should be preempted. 3) When the dedicated bandwidth is run out of, out profile calls may be accepted via bandwidth borrowing. If multiple borrowers exist to share the spare bandwidth between an ingress/egress pair, the allocation of the spare capacity to each borrower is controlled by the SBS policy. Note that the lender trunk is not allowed to go to the borrowing state (U s;r > C s;r ) for stable resource management. 4) Upon each admission via inter-SLA resource sharing, the subroutine pushprotband is called to dynamically adjust the protection bandwidth distribution among related lender trunks, so that the spare bandwidth can concentrate on the routes where it can be more efficiently utilized. The specific algorithm for such distribution adjustment should be designed according the DSBD policy, which defines the adjustment frequency, overhead time, and centralized/distributed implementation criteria that need to be met by the adjustment algorithm. 5) The network manager has the freedom to change the policy rules to control the tradeoff among resource utilization, resource sharing fairness, and operation cost. However, the same routing/CAC procedure can always be applied under different policy combinations.
The CAC procedure and associated implementation of all the subroutines presented in [10] are an example of the general procedure given in Fig. 4 , where the SLA is to guarantee the call blocking probability (CBP). To map the general PBISRA CAC procedure to the specific case considered in [10] , the corresponding policies can be implemented as follows. The SBD policy determines the protection bandwidth for an underloaded SLA, which should be sufficient to guarantee its CBP not worse than the target QoS specification. The CLD policy defines that the preemption is executed by three rules: (a) enough bandwidth should be returned to the original owner to service the new in-profile flow; (b) at a link, the bandwidth is claimed from multiple borrower trunks where the fraction from each trunk is proportional to its spare bandwidth usage; (c) within a borrower trunk, the latest bor-admitted arrival is preempted first. The DSBD policy defines that the dynamic spare band- Figure 4 The routing/CAC procedure for PBISRA width distribution adjustment should be implemented in a distributed manner for good scalability and small overhead, and the adjustment should be operated at the inter-arrival time scale to exploit the call-level statistical multiplexing gain.
The fairness issue has not been considered in [9, 10] . In the PBISRA CAC procedure, the SBS policy is used to control the resource sharing according to some fairness rules. Specifically, in the next section, we evaluate a proportional SBS policy.
Performance evaluation
In this section, we present results from some case studies to demonstrate the performance of the proposed access domain and transit domain resource allocation techniques for the policy-based wireless/ wireline interworking.
Adaptive CAC in the access domain
This example presents numerical results based on the mathematical analysis given in Section 3 to demonstrate the adaptive adjustment of the CAC parameters for efficient resource utilization. Both cellular-only and cellular/WLAN interworking access domains are considered. With a change of the voice call arrival rate, the CAC parameters are determined adaptively according to Section 3.3. The main system parameters used in the numerical analysis include:
When the voice call arrival rate ! v changes from 0.3 to 0.4 calls/sec, the maximum number of data calls accommodated by a cell is calculated and compared in Fig. 5 with respect to separate cellular and WLAN operations and cellular/WLAN interworking. In each run of calculation, the voice and data handoff rates, h v and h d , are solved by the rule that the mean handoff arrival rate to a cell is equal to the mean handoff departure rate to neighboring cells.
From Fig. 5 , we can have the following observations: (1) the data admission region under cellular/WLAN interworking is improved as compared with that when cellular networks and WLANs operate separately. This is due to the effective exploitation of the complementary strengths of the cellular network and WLANs in supporting voice and data services; (2) The improvement becomes more significant with a larger voice traffic load. Because the capability of WLANs in supporting realtime voice traffic is very limited, with a larger voice traffic load, the achievable WLAN throughput is jeopardized to a higher degree. When cellular/WLAN interworking is applied, the WLAN bandwidth can be properly shared between voice and data services by controlling the voice and data admission regions. Then, the WLAN can be prevented from operating in its inefficient areas of carrying too much voice traffic. The overall resource utilization is maximized when a balance is achieved between the bandwidth allocations to voice and data services.
Efficient and fair inter-SLA resource sharing
In this case study, we present the computer simulation of a small DiffServ/MPLS transit domain to illustrate the efficiency of the PBISRA to exploit the spare capacity from the underloaded TRSLAs. We consider SLAs to guarantee a CBP 5 as those considered in [10] , with the SBD/CLD/DSBD policies being properly mapped.
The topology of the network is shown in Fig. 6 . Five SLAs are supported in this network, and each SLA is served with parallel traffic trunks. 29Þ, and corresponding capacity planning is ðC 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 ; C 4 ; C 5 Þ ¼ ð60; 40; 40; 40; 40Þ. The SLA capacity is evenly distributed to the related traffic trunks. The capacity of each link is 60 for links 1 and 2, and 40 for the other links, which have been properly tailored to obtain an accurately dimensioned network.
Resource utilization improvement:
We first briefly summarize the example-1 presented in [10] to demonstrate the resource utilization improvement from bandwidth borrowing, and then we extend the example to achieve a fair spare-bandwidth distribution under a proportional SBS policy. In the example, traffic for each SLA starts with the specified call arrival rate, and the call arrival rates for some SLAs are changed at certain time points to create the overloaded and underloaded periods. The actual call arrival rate for each SLA, ! i d ði ¼ 1; : : : ; 5Þ, and the corresponding protection bandwidth for each trunk are given in Table 1 . The measured call blocking probability for each SLA is presented in Fig. 7 .
All SLAs start from the engineered load and correspondingly the target CBP. During the time period of ð6000; 12000Þ, SLA-1 has the CBP of Eð62:6; 60Þ % 0:1208 due to the overloading. During the time period of ð12000; 36000Þ, SLA-2 and SLA-5 become underloaded. According to Fig. 6 , we can see that SLA-1 can utilize the spare capacity from SLA-2 and SLA-5 via the bandwidth borrowing along trunk-1. In operation, the dynamic spare bandwidth distribution algorithm for SLA-2 and SLA-5 then pushes 16 units of their 17-unit spare capacity to trunk-4 and trunk-10, respectively, so that the spare capacity can be used by SLA-1 along link-1 and link-2. The 1 unit of spare capacity reserved on trunk-5 and trunk-11 is to maintain the Bspare'' property of the routes. Along link-1 and link-2, the heavily loaded trunk-1 grabs almost all the spare capacity and achieves the CBP of Eð62:6; 60 þ 16Þ % 0:0125. After t ¼ 36000, SLA-5 Figure 6 Topology, TRSLAs and trunk deployment for bandwidth borrowing (20, 20, 20) 29 (20, 20) 29 (20, 20) 29 (20, 20) 29 (20,20) 6,000 62.6 (20, 20, 20) 29 (20, 20) 29 (20, 20) 29 (20, 20) 29 (20,20) 12,000 62.6 (20, 20, 20) 14.4 (11, 12) 29 (20, 20) 29 (20, 20) 14.4 (12,11) 36,000 62.6 (20, 20, 20) 14.4 (11, 12) 29 (20, 20) 29 (20, 20) 29 (20, 20) changes back to the unlendable state and the spare capacity on link-2 is not available anymore, the bandwidth borrowing along trunk-1 stops. Note that by bandwidth borrowing the efficient resource utilization is achieved with SLA compliance. That is, the CBP in underloaded and normally loaded cases does not exceed the target specification of 0.01.
A proportional SBS policy
In the previous example, only one borrower SLA is considered; but in practice, multiple borrower SLAs may exist between a certain ingress/egress pair. How to fairly distribute the spare capacity among those borrowers is an important issue, which is controlled by the SBS policy. In this example, we use a proportional spare bandwidth distribution scheme as an implementation example of the SBS policy control. For simplicity, we consider the case of two borrower SLAs, i.e., W 1 and W 2 , residing between an ingress/egress pair. With the proportional SBS policy, each borrower is assigned a weighting factor, i.e., w 1 and w 2 , respectively, for spare bandwidth distribution. The spare bandwidth occupied by each borrower SLA should satisfy
where Z ' denotes the spare bandwidth available between an ingress/egress pair and the B!'' sign is due to the statistic multiplexing effect. How to map the proportional SBS policy to specific admission control schemes that can be used by the PEP-3 in Fig. 4 depends on the statistical characteristics of the traffic arrival process. Following the previous example where the Erlang-B formula can be applied, the proportional distribution control is relative simple. Specifically, for an borrower SLA that successfully occupies the spare capacity of Z in the steady-state, the average channel occupancy (i.e., the efficient bandwidth usage (EBU) considered in [7] ) in terms of call-numbers can be calculated as
where the normalization of 1 " ¼ 1 is applied. Equation 8 can then be used for the spare-bandwidth distribution control in the following three steps: 1) For a borrower SLA, the target spare bandwidth allocation is determined according to equation 7 as w i w 1 þw 2 Z ' . 2) The target EBU is then calculated from equation 8.
According to the PASTA (Poisson arrivals see the time average) theory, such an EBU can be observed by each arrival, which leads to a VP-based [6, 33] spare bandwidth distribution scheme. 3) For a to-be-accepted out profile call (for which a spare trunk has been searched via the bandwidth borrowing), it is admitted if the instantaneous SLA bandwidth usage has not reached the target EBU yet. However, if the instantaneous SLA bandwidth usage reaches or exceeds the target EBU, the call can only be admitted when the leftover spare bandwidth after the admission is enough for an extra trunk reservation [6, 7] .
To demonstrate the performance of the proportional SBS policy control, we extend the previous bandwidth & An SLA-6 between ingress A and egress E is added. SLA-6 is supported by three trunks, i.e., trunk-12, 13, and 14 that share the same paths with SLA-1_s trunk-1, 2, and 3, respectively. The engineered call arrival rate for SLA-6 is also 46.9, with a nominal SLA capacity of 60 to guarantee the target CBP of 0.01. & The link capacity is adjusted correspondingly to maintain a well-dimensioned network. & We focus on the bandwidth borrowing scenario where ð! 1 d ; ! 2 d ; ! 3 d ; ! 4 d ; ! 5 d Þ ¼ ð46:9 Ã 2; 14:4; 29; 29; 14:4; 46:9 Ã 1:5Þ. The SLA-1 traffic is from a wireline access domain and SLA-6 traffic is from a wireless access domain, and they compete for the spare capacity between edges A and E with weighting factors w 1 :w 6 ¼ 1:3. Such a weighting factor assignment reflects that the SBS policy allocates at least 75% of the spare capacity to the wireless traffic. The trunk reservation is set as 3 calls.
The simulation results of the spare bandwidth distribution under the proportional SBS policy are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9 . Because the bandwidth borrowing can only be implemented along link-1 and link-2 according to the network configuration, the total spare bandwidth of 16 units from SLA-2 and SLA-5 is shared by trunk-1 and trunk-12 along that path. Both the instantaneous bandwidth usage (IBU) and the EBU are shown in the figures. From the results we can see that the IBUs of both trunk-1 and trunk-12 does not exceed 20 þ 16 À 3 ¼ 33, due to the trunk reservation scheme. The EBUs of trunk-1 and trunk-12 are 26.11 and 25.58, respectively. Theoretically, the target EBUs of SLA-1 and SLA-6 are 62.18 and 65.02, respectively, that is, the corresponding target EBUs of the two borrower trunks (trunk-1 and trunk-12) are 22.18 and 25.02. The result that the achieved EBUs of the borrower SLAs are larger than their targets implies that the VP-based bandwidth distribution can efficiently utilize the statistical multiplexing gain and satisfy the proportional SBS policy defined in equation 7.
It is noteworthy that, although we only consider the spare bandwidth distribution between two borrowers, the VP based scheme can be readily extended for fair bandwidth sharing among multiple (more than two) borrowers, for example by the capacity resizing approach presented in [13] . In some scenarios where the Erlang-B formula fails, new bandwidth distribution schemes should be designed to execute the proportional SBS policy. However, the PBISRA architecture and the routing/CAC procedure are still applicable.
Conclusions
We have proposed efficient resource allocation techniques for a policy-based wireless/wireline interworking architecture. Specifically, an engineered priority scheme and associated mathematical modeling are proposed for a wireless access domain supporting voice/data integrated services, where the optimal CAC parameters are adaptively calculated to meet the CASLAs with efficient resource utilization. The admission region can be used as an abstract representation of the network resources to facilitate policy-based resource allocation. The engineered priority scheme and the proposed CAC techniques can also be extended to analyze a cellular/WLAN integrated wireless domain.
The border-crossing traffic from access domains is served by a DiffServ/MPLS core according to TRSLAs. A dynamic inter-TRSLA resource sharing technique is developed for the transit domain to deal with the traffic load fluctuations from upstream access domains. The spare capacity of underloaded TRSLAs can be efficiently exploited by the overloaded TRSLAs under the SBD, CLD, SBS, and DSBD policies, while the SLA compliance is always guaranteed.
